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And the Bush Administration Continues to Lie About It…
As London erupts, and Bush tells us “the war on terror goes on”, Eric Brewer,
BTCNews.com’s man in the White House has a timely posting today on the Administration’s
continued fudging of numbers in their Terrorism Reports.
The number of terror incidents continue to rise, even as the Administration attempts to
downplay, fudge, obfuscate the numbers in various statements and annual reports wherever
possible.
According to Brewer”
The U.S. government’s National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) announced this week that
the number of worldwide terrorist attacks that occurred in 2004 was 3,192. This number is
almost ﬁve times higher than the ﬁgure of 651 “signiﬁcant” attacks that NCTC released on
April 27 of this year, after the administration received widespread criticism for attempting to
hide a major increase in terrorist incidents by dropping the data from the State
Department’s 2004 report on global terrorism.
Brewer’s ﬁne analysis goes on to point out that virtually all of the numbers reported by the
Government, completely leave out incidents from Iraq and Afghanistan despite Bush’s
continued assertion that these countries are now the “central front in the War on Terror”…
The number of attacks and deaths for 2004 would be even higher if complete data from the
“central front in the War on Terror” were included in the administration’s terrorism
statistics. The NCTC ﬁgures do not include attacks on U.S. troops ﬁghting in Iraq or
Afghanistan. If they did, the number of deaths in 2004 would be 958 higher, for a total of
4,150, and the number of attacks, at an average of 40 per day in Iraq alone, would be about
14,600 higher, yielding an incredible 17,800.
Need more evidence that you are being lied to and manipulated in this “War on Terror”?
Brewer reports on a new analytical tool available from the “Terrorism Knowledge Base” run
by Oklahoma City-based non-proﬁt National Memorial Institute for the Prevention of
Terrorism which is, as Brewer points out, funded by the Department of Homeland Security.
Brewer used the tool to create a graph of Terror Incidents from 1995 to 2004. Compare the
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years when those pesky “Liberals” who, according to Rove, were ﬁghting terrorism by
“prepar[ing] indictments and oﬀer[ing] therapy and understanding for our attackers,” versus
the great success of those “Conservatives” and their new “catastrophically successful”
approach…

“The war on terror goes on…”
Brewer, BTCNews.com’s blogger/White House correspondent, was interviewed several
weeks ago on The BRAD SHOW along with BTC’s blogmaster Weldon Berger. The archive of
that interview is available here in MP3 format.
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